P/18/0848/TC

[O]

MRS CHRISTINE CALLABY

PORTCHESTER EAST
AGENT: MRS CHRISTINE
CALLABY

FELL ONE LIME TREE WITHIN CASTLE STREET CONSERVATION AREA.
74 CASTLE STREET PORTCHESTER FAREHAM PO16 9QG
Report By
[Paul Johnston Tel. 01329 824451]
Site Description
74 Castle Street, Portchester, PO16 9QG.
Description of Proposal
Fell one lime tree.
Relevant Planning History
P/14/1089/TC - fell one lime tree.
P/14/0432/TC - reduce and reshape four lime trees to previous pruning points.
P/10/0279/TC - carry out various works to lime trees.
P/96/0782/TC - to pollard and reduce crowns of four lime trees by 25 - 30%.
P/91/0678/TC - crown reduction / pollarding of four lime trees.
P/05/1022/TC - pollard four lime trees.
P/99/0833/TC - prune four lime trees.
P/18/0492/TC - Reduce two lime trees to previous pruning points and fell one lime.
Representations
One letter of support has been received from a neighbouring property.
Planning Considerations - Key Issues
Tree owners must give this Council six weeks' notice before carrying out work on trees
which are located in a Conservation Area but are not the subject of a tree preservation
order. This allows the Council an opportunity to consider whether a tree preservation order
should be made to protect the trees.
If the Council considers the trees are not worthy of an order, or that the works are
acceptable in any event, it can allow the works to proceed without objection.
In this particular case the proposal is to remove one lime tree.
The lime tree is growing adjacent to the dwelling at 74 Castle Street, on the south side of
Cow Lane. The tree has been subject to regular cutting as a pollarded tree. In the opinion of
Officers the tree is not worthy of a tree preservation order.
The removal of one tree adjacent to the front of the dwelling will have no significant negative
impact on the character of the Conservation Area or on local public amenity.
Therefore no objection is raised to the proposed tree works.
RECOMMENDATION:
RAISE NO OBJECTION

